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Abstract-A new inversion formula is obtained for the 3D inverse scattering problem with fixed- 
energy exact data (IP). A new stability estimate and an inversion formula are obtained for the above 
problem with noisy, fixed-energy data. An algorithm is described for solving IP. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 
1,~ := [V2 + 1 - q(z)]21 = 0 in R3, 
u = exp(io - 2) + A(d, a)r-’ exp(ir) + o(r-l), 
r := 13~1 + 00 
(1) 
ff’, CY E S2, the unit sphere, CY’ := t/r, q(z) E & := {q : q = cj,q E L”(Ba), q = 0 in BA}, 
B, := {z : 121 5 a}, BA := R3 \ B,, the bar stands for complex conjugate. The inverse scattering 
problem (IP) consists of finding q(z) given A(cY’,(Y) for all CX’, o E S2. In [l], the uniqueness 
theorem (even for q E L2(Bo)) was proved and an inversion formula (for exact data) was obtained, 
in [2,3] IP with noisy fixed energy data was studied, In the present paper, new inversion formulas 
are derived for both exact and noisy data, and new stability estimates are obtained for the 
solution of IP. The methods we use are refinements of these developed in [l-7]. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE RESULTS 
1. Let M = (0 : B E C3, 19.0 = l}, where 0. w := 191~1 + 62~2 + 63~3. Throughout, it is 
assumed that B, 0’ E M, 101 > 00, 16’1 > Bc, 19’ - 0 = A E R3, where A is arbitrary in the ball 
IA] 5 &, 00 > 0, and A0 > 0 are sufficiently large numbers. By c, various positive constants are 
denoted. Let AI((Y) := (A(a’, a), K(~‘))Lz(sQ), F( CY are the usual orthonormalized in L2(S2) ) 
spherical harmonics. The spherical harmonics are naturally extended from S2 to all of M. The 
values A(&‘, (Y) are naturally extended from S2 x S2 to M x S2 by the formula 
A(@, (Y) := 2 A,(c+$(~‘), Vt” E M, 2 := 2 2 I ye = Yh (2) 
I=0 LEO k0 m=-L 
The series (2) converges absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets of M x S2 (see [2] for 
details). Given A(&, (Y), cd, (Y E S2, one can write the scattering solution ~(2, a) outside B, by 
the formula [l]: 
~(2, Q) = exp(ia: . cr) + 2 A,(ol)K(d)hl(r), 
I=0 
P > a. (3) 
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Here, h,(r) are spherical Hankel functions, h,(r) N r-‘exp(ir), T -+ 00. Let ~(a) E t2(s2). 
Define 
p(v) := exp(-i8 . z) l, u(t, a) v(a) dcr - 1, r> a, 
where ~(2, Q) is given in (3). Consider the variational problem 
II&‘)II = inf, II * II := II ’ IILa(&,\B.& a < a1 < 1. 
Here, al and b are arbitrary numbers satisfying (5). 
THEOREM 1. For all 0 E M, 101 > B,-,, there exists ~(cr,e) E L2(S2), such that 
iiP(+, e))ii I ciW. 
If (6) holds, then 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
i(X) = -47r lim ,e,_oo s/G”+W>W~~ 
J 
e,e’ E M, 
B’-9=X 
where @(A) := JRS q(z) exp(-iXz)dz. M oreover, the error estimate holds: 
(7) 
REMARK 1. The conclusions of Theorem 1 remain valid for q E &a := {q : q = q, q E L2(B,), 
q = 0 in BA}. Th e constants c in (6) and (8) depend on ljqllLa(B., := llqllo only. Formula (7) 
is the new inversion formula for IP with exact fixed-energy data, and (8) is the error estimate 
for (7). 
2. Let us assume that noisy data are given: a function Aa(cu’a), (not assumed to be a scattering 
amplitude) such that 
sup IA&‘, Q) - A@‘, CY)~ < 5. (9) 
d,f2ES~ 
Define N(6) to be the nearest integer to the number a, Aal := (A~(cr’,a),Y$cr’))~a(sa), 
A,(e’, a) := C Aal( 
I=0 
N(6) 
w(2, Q) := exp(icr . z) + c Aa,(cr)Y,(a’)h,(r), 
I=0 
P&) := exp(-if9 . Z) 
J 
u6(z, a) v(a) dcr - 1, V E L2(S2). 
Sa 
Consider the problem 
Il~a(v)Il = inf .
LEMMA 1. Ifb>al>afiandqEQ, then 
Il~6(4ll 5 IbWll + 44 ewWh(~) 
and 
lM~)ll I b6(V)ll +ca(v) exp(~bh(% 
where 
a(v) := II~IL~(s+ K: := lIm el, ~~(6) := exp[-AIN(G y1 := In -$ > 0. 
(26) 
(36) 
(46) 
(56) 
(IO) 
(IO’) 
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The constants c in (10) depend on 11q/11;-(8,) but not on 6 and 8. 
REMARK 2. One can prove that if jjp(~)ll 5 clt9l-‘, then u(v) --t ca as 101 -+ co. Therefore, for 
a fixed 6 > 0, one can find B = e(b) E M, le(b)l + 00 as 5 + 0, minimizing in tI the function: 
le(-l + u(+e)) exp(&)pl(b) = inf, llP(~)ll I 4fT1. (11) 
One proves that v(cY,~), for which the inequality (11) holds, does exist. If e(6) is chosen from (ll), 
then e(6) + 00 as 6 -+ 0 and (10) with 6 = e(a), implies 
IIP(~(Q,e(~)>)ll I4w>l-‘~ +b, v))) exdKb)fh(@ 5 +vV. (159 
Note that @I-’ -+ (a)-’ as ISI -+ 00. Let us choose 0 = e(S), such that (12) holds and denote 
V(LY, e(s)) := J+(CY) E L2(S2) any f unction for which (12) holds. Define 
Qa := -47r 
1 
.&(el(a), cr)V~(cr) do, e’(a) - e(a) = A. (13) 
.s= 
THEOREM 2. IffJ(6) and va(cr) satisfy (12), then 
sup Ii6 - ij(x)l 5 cle(6)I-1 -+ 0 as 6 -+ 0. 
I~ISO 
(14) 
REMARK 3. Formula (13) is an inversion formula for IP with noisy data. Formula (14) gives its 
error estimate. 
3. PROOFS 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. One has 
-4lr 
J 
A(#, cx)vda = 
53 a 
dlq(z) exp(--ie’ .z) J,, 42, abda 
= 
I 
dzq(z) exp(-iA . x)(1 + P> 
B. 
= @(A) + L da: exp(-i)c * z)q(z)pdz, 
* 
(15) 
and 
IJ 
dz exp(-iX . z)w I Il~llaII~lla. (16) 
B.7 
The conclusions of Theorem 1 follow immediately from (6), (16) and the following estimate [4] 
biio 5 c(ii~ii + iei-1). 
Theorem 1 is proved. 
Let us formulate estimate (17) as a lemma. Note that p solves the equation: 
Lp := (V2 + 2ie . V)p = qp + q in R3. 
(17) 
I 
(18) 
LEMMA 2. Any solution to (18) satisfies (17) with c independent of 8. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 1. One has 
IlPa WI 5 IIPWII + IIev(--ie * XI /s2bd~s a) - 42, ~)M~Wll 
5 IIP(J~II + w(4 J,. IWPQ :;:a Ild~, 4 - 42, 411 
5 IIP(~II + c w(nb)4~h(6). 
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The last estimate follows from the inequality, [2, p. 141 
The second inequality (10’) follows from a similar argument. Lemma 1 is proved. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. One has 
I& - i(A)I < -47r I J A(#, CY)V~(CE)~O. - i(X) 9 
+ 4n J 53 IA - &(O’,cr)l Iva(a)lda := II + Iz. 
(19) 
I 
(20) 
If (12) holds then, by formula (8), 
Furthermore, [2, p. lo]: 
Ii 5 Q(S)]-‘. (21) 
I2 5 CC~(V~) exp(Kal)p(6), ~(6) := exp[-m(6)], (22) 
Since y1 := In (ai/afi < ln(ar/o;) := y, one has, using the second inequality (12), 12 5 
c]0(6)]-‘. This, (21) and (20) imply (14). Theorem 2 is proved. 
Proof of Lemma 2 is given in [4]. More complicated variants of the inversion formula (7) are 
given in [5,6]. 
4. NUMERICAL ASPECTS 
Let us formulate a numerical scheme for solving IP. First, solve the problem ]]P~(v)]] = 
inf 
vELa(Sa) 
:= d(b, fl), find Y g,6 such that ]]~~(v~,~)]] _< d(S,B) + IS]-‘. Secondly, solve the prob- 
lem H(S, 0) = j$ := w(6), where H(S, 0) := I]P~(Kv)]] + o(r+,a)exp(Kb)pi(S), K := IIm 4, find 
h(6) such that H(6,0i(S)) 5 w(6) + 6. Define ii6 by formula (13) with 0,(a) in place of 0(J), 
e{(a) E M such that e:(S) - 0,(s) = X, and via(a) := Q,(~),~(~Y) in place of v~(cY). 
THEOREM 3. One has 
sup ih - wi 5 awl-1 + 6 + iwrli~ 
l4l-b 
(23) 
where 0(&i) is defined in Remark 2. 
PROOF. The proof consists of three steps. 
Step 1: 
bb’l6)ll 5 d“J(6) + 61, c = const. 2 1. (24) 
Indeed, Il~(~i~)]] 5 ]]P&~J)]]~ + co(~ia)exp(~i~)~l(~) < +(a) + 61, c L 1, ~1 := Pm k(W 
Step 2: 
ii6 - @)I 2 C[U@) + 6 + lww’]. 
Indeed, one has, as in the proof of Theorem 2, 
(25) 
ii6 - @)I 5 11 + 12, 11 5 CIIP(~l6)lla 5 4IPh6)ll + kww? s c[u(6) + 6 + leds)l-‘l 
by (15)~(17) and (24): 
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I2 < ca(Vla)exp(Klal)f4(6), p(S) := exp[-yN(6)], 0 < 7 := h(q/a), 7 > 71 := 1444 > 0, 
so ~(6) c PI(~); and since al < b, one has 
Thus, (25) is proved. 
Step 3: 
46) I clW)l-‘9 lfYb)l * oo,b -+ 0, 
where O(6) is defined in Remark 2. Indeed, 
where e(6) satisfies (ll), lt9(6)l + 00 as 6 - 0. Thus, w(6) < cj6’(6)1-‘. Here, we used the 
inequality 
where e(6) satisfies (11). One can choose e(6) as the solution to the equation (+++~)exp(~b) = 
&“(6). This equation has a solution e(a), IS( -+ 00 as 6 ---i 0. One can prove that a(v@,d) - 00 
= lel + 00 if Il&?,d)ll ,< @I-‘. 
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